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 Background: The pinto bean is a variety of the common bean (Phaseolus vulgaris). It 

is the most popular bean. Objective: This study for determined relation between yield 
and morphological traits related them in 15 genotypes of pinto bean using Randomized 

complete block design (RCBD) with 3 replications in natural resource and agriculture 

researches station of Borujerd during 2011 cropping years. The traits for study 

included: grain yield per plant, biological yield, harvest index, height, number node per 

main stem, number pod per main stem, sheath width, number of sub stem, H.w, sheath 

weight, number pod per plant, number grain per pod for plant. Results: The result were 
showed that the highest correlation among grain yield with harvest index (r= 0.76**), 

biological yield (r=0.72**) and sheath weight (r=0.51*). Also was determined sheath 

width have negative correlation with yield. Stepwise regression was showed that sheath 
width and sheath weight in total (%59.4) from total variation of yield were explained. 

Then the traits is chooses in regression model using path analysis were stud red that 

them have direct effects in yield (-0.62) and (1.54) respectively. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 

 Bean, or Phaseolus vulgaris is a diploid plant with 2n=22 chromosomes and with origin of American 

continent’s southern and central regions. Seed legumes are among main protein sources in dry and semidry 

regions and about two-thirds of cultivated lands in Iran are located in these dry and semi-dry areas. Regarding 

human’s increasing need to this invaluable plant, the need to produce high-crops items with appropriate and 

high-quality yield is felt more than before. To this end, identifying and evaluating the variation of important 

features and also their influence on the plant’s yield itself is necessary (Singh, 1982).  

 In modifying plants, understanding of relationships between features in indirect selection for the features 

not being easily measured or the features with low heredity is of great importance. When the number of 

independent variables effective on dependent feature increases, the extent of features’ dependence to one 

another is limited and in these conditions, correlations could not justify variables’ relations by themselves 

(Ariyo et al., 1986). Through studying correlation and using multi-variety statistical methods such as analysis to 

factors, causality analysis and step-by-step regression, we can identify the features effective on seed yield and 

also other effective relations in creating correlation between features. Causality analysis is used to explain cause 

and effect relations between variables.  

Beizaei et al (2001), in examining phenotype and genotype correlation between beans’ different features, 

reported high correlation between the features a hundred-seed weight, the sheath number and seed number in 

sheath. Bent and Agram (1996) considered bean yield as a quantitative and complex feature that its constitutes 

include sheath number in bush, seed number in sheath and a hundred-seed weight being severely influenced by 

environment. As it was said, this feature is of complicated heredity and holds low-heredity potential. Therefore, 

we can consider the selection criterion for appropriate yield as the features with high-heredity potential having 

also high genotype correlation with yield. Agram (1996) and Benett et al., (1997) have reported high direct and 

positive influences for yield parts on the features yield. Sing (15), through defining causality coefficients for 

bean, concluded that sheath number, seed number in sheath and seed size have direct and great effects on yield. 

The goals of this plan can be expressed in three items:  

1- Define relations between yield and morphologic features related to it.  

2- Examine and analysis correlation of features with one another. 

3- Identify direct and indirect effects of features with yield. 
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Methodology: 

 In this experiment, the number of 15 genotypes of black-eyed peas was done in the year 2011 on the farm 

of Broujerd agriculture and natural resources researches station in the form of complete accidental blocks plan 

with 3 replicates. Every treatment included 4 rows with 4m in length and in each row, 50 seeds were cultivated 

and average distance over rows and between bushes was 10cm and distance between rows was 50cm.  

 All maintenance operations were performed according to the region’s usual procedures and in the same way 

for all treatments. The features under study were measured from available bushes in one non-marginal square 

meter (middle two rows) and their mean was used in statistical calculations. The feature under measurement and 

examination in this experiment include single-bush yield (g), biologic yield, bush height (cm), knots number on 

main stalk, sheath number on main stalk, sheath length (cm), junior-branch number, a hundred-seed weight (g), 

sheath weight (g), sheath number in single bush and seed number in sheath for single bush. Simple correlation 

was done through Pearson method for all date. Then, in order to identify the features with the greatest relation 

with yield, step-by-step regression was used.  

 Also, for the purpose of defining features’ direct and indirect effects (just the features entered into step-by-

step regression equation) with general yield, causality analysis method was applied. In order to do statistical 

analysis, the software SPSS and path 2 were used. 

 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

 

 Simple correlation coefficients between features with yield: the results relating to examining correlation 

coefficients between features are presented in table 1. These coefficients have been computed on the basis of 

Pearson coefficient. The results of correlation between features showed that seed yield is of positive and much 

significant correlations with the features harvest index (r=0.76
**

), biologic  yield (r=0.72
**

) and positive and 

significant correlation with sheath weight (r=0.51
*
) and negative and significant correlation with sheath width 

(r=0.59
*
). These results correspond well with results of other researchers. Ebrahimi et al (2010) have reported 

the greatest correlations of seed yield with sheath weight, biologic yield, seed number in bush and bush height. 

Amini (1998) has reported the highest correlations of seed yield with sheath weight, sheath number, seed 

number in bush and biologic yield. Also, Habibi et al, have reported the greatest correlations of seed yield with 

seed number in sheath, sheath number in bush, sheath weight and biologic yield. The experiment results 

demonstrated that the seed’s highest positive correlation is with harvest index (r=0.76
**

). 

 
Table 1: Phenotype correlation analysis of the features under study. 

 A B C D E F G H I J K L M 

A 1             

B .18 1            

C .07 .80** 1           

D .36 .46 .47 1          

E .38 .29 -.08 -.03 1         

F -.2 -.54* -.5 -.20 -.32 1        

G .01 .08 .35 -.12 -.06 -.28 1       

H .51* .16 .12 -.05 .54* -.2 .51* 1      

I .25 -.34 -.08 .43 -.41 .34 -.38 .36 1     

J .28 -.24 -.23 -.42 .20 .33 -.06 .32 .2 1    

K .72** .18 .27 .44 .32 -.05 -.07 .45 .37 .3 1   

L -.59* -.17 -.12 .3 -.2 -.07 .43 .03 -.44 -.35 .53* 1  

M .76** .11 -.08 .1 .2 -.29 -.03 .30 .04 .12 .1 -.3 1 

A: yield; B: Height; C: knot number on main stem; D:  sheath on main stem; E: sheath length; F:  subsidiary-stem number; G: A hundred 

seed weight; H: sheath weight; I: sheath number in bush; J: seed number in sheath, K: biologic yield; L: sheath width; M: harvest index. 

 

 Summary of the achieved results from analyzing step-by-step regression, by considering yield of single-

bush seed as the dependent variable and other features as the independent variable is observed in table 2. As we 

can see, the features entered into the model are sheath width and sheath weight explaining 59.4% of the whole 

yield change. Beizaei (2001) also has shown in his studies that the three features entered into regression model 

in step-by-step regression have explained %97.7 of the whole yield changes. Ebrahimi et al, (2010) also in their 

studies demonstrated that the three entered features into the regression model have explained more than %98 of 

whole yield changes. The first feature having been entered into the model was sheath weight explaining 94 

percent of yield changes by itself. 

 Regarding the fact that the features entered into the regression model in step-by-step regression have 

explained an important part of yield changes. Therefore causality analysis was done for genotype correlations 

and yield that summary of its results is shown in table 3. Seed yield through sheath width: this feature is of 

direct and negative effect on seed yield (-0.621) and its indirect effect through sheath weight is negligible and 

intangible (0.021). That finally causes correlation (r=0.59) with yield. Seed yield through sheath weight: this 

feature is of direct and positive effect on yield (1.54) and its indirect effect through sheath weight is negative 
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intangible (-0.021). And finally causes correlation (r=1.51) with yield. At the end, we should be attentive that 

identifying features being measured easily and/or with low cost and having high correlation with yield and also 

holding high heredity is of importance to modifiers. Modifiers usually use these features as selection criteria in 

order to modify yield (Ebrahimi et al., 2010; Habibi et al., 2006). 

 
Table 2: Step-by-step regression analysis (for 15 genotypes of black-eyed peas). 

  df SS MS  adj.R2 Std.of Estimat 

First step: 
sheath width 

Regression 1 129.272 272.129 7.261 0.309 6.12180 

Error 13 194.487 37.476    

Total 12 323.759     

        

Second step: 

sheath weight 

Regression 2 494.950 247.475 11.233 0.594 4.69337 

Error 12 264.373 22.031    

Total 14 759.323     

  
Table 3: Results of causality analysis for features. 

 Direct effect Indirect effect through General effect 

  sheath width  sheath weight  

sheath width -0.621 ―  0.021 -0.599 

sheath weight 0.542 -0.025  ― 0.518 
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